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The Five-Dimensional Field: Sound

ound in various manifestations (dialogue, music, sound
effects, and the like) is an integral part of television and film. It rep
resents the all-important fifth dimension in the total field of television
and film aesthetics.

In film, for some time, sound was considered an additional ele
ment to an already highly developed, independent visual structure. A
considerable amount of time elapsed before the "talkies" were accepted
aesthetically as constituting a medium in its own right. Broadcast tele
vision, on the other hand, was born as an audiovisual medium. Sound
was as essential to the television message as the pictures. Unfortu
nately, the various media terms such as film, motion pictures, cinema,
television, or video do not incorporate the audio concept. This neglect
may have caused some people to believe that sound is either an unnec
essary or a nonessential adjunct of the visual fields of television and
film. Far from it. Sound is a key element in television and film
communication.

In this chapter, I will consider these major aspects of the five
dimensional field.Il) sound and noise, (2) television and film sound,
(3) literal andnonliteral sound, (4) sound functions, and (5) aesthetic
factors.

Sound and Noise

ixteen

Both sound and noise are audible vibrations (oscillations) ofthe air or
other material. Aesthetically, the distinguishing factor between sound
and noise is its communication purpose. Sound has purpose; it is orga
nized. Noise is essentially random. The same audible vibrations can
be sound at one time, noise at another. 333
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Let's assume that you hear a big crash outside while reading this
chapter. You run to the window, or outside, to see what is happening.
The crash was noise. It happened unexpectedly and interrupted your
activities. Now, let's assume that you are working on a sound track.
Your story shows a car running a stoplight and crashing into another
car. At the precise moment of impact, you use the recording of a crash.
What was noise before has now become sound. The crash sound fulfills
an important function within the overall structure of your television
show or film. In short, it has purpose.

Similarly, what we usually consider a beautiful sound, such as a
Mozart piano sonata, can become noise if it does not fit the pattern
of your activities. If, just as you are trying to think of an appropriate
musical theme for your television show, your neighbor starts practicing
Mozart, the sonata becomes noise because it interferes with the other
melodies you are trying to listen to in your head.

You will find, though, that even the critical literature on audio labels
all audible vibrations sound regardless of whether they occur ran
domly or as purposeful communication.

Television and Film Sound

Almost from its very beginnings, television sound and, pictures were
picked up, processed, and broadcast simultaneously. Live television
obviously did not permit any postproduction doctoring of sound. But
even now, when we have sophisticated video and audio postproduc
tion facilities available, we generally record and broadcast sound and
pictures together without muchor any modification of the original pro
gram audio mix.

In contrast to television, film "learned" to talk much later in its
development. Bythe time sound was added to film, its visual aesthetics
had been firmly established and highly refined.' It seems quite natural
that for some time respectable filmmakers and theorists believed that
sound was a detriment, rather than an asset, to the art of the film.2

Film, then, was a visualmedium, and sound was at that time a foreign
element that did not always fit the established visual syntax. The Rus
sian filmmaker and theorist V. I. Pudovkin clearly recognized the basic
problem of adding sound to a tightly structured visual field: "Usually
musicin sound films is treated merely as pure accompaniment, advancing
the inevitable and monotonous parallelism with the image."3

Although by now television and film are firmly established as
audiovisual media, some important aestheticdistinctions remain, between
television and film sound.

Television Sound

You may have heard that television is primarily a visual medium and
that, therefore, you should avoid as much as possible "talking heads:'
that is, shots that show people talking instead of illustrating what they
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are talking about. This is a great misconception. First, television is
definitely not a predominantly visual medium; it is an audiovisual
medium. Silent television is inconceivable from an informational as
well as aesthetic point of view. Second, nothing is wrong with "talking
heads" as long as they talk well.

Why, then, is sound so important in television? I will discuss the
specific functions of sound later in this chapter. For now, let me simply
highlight some of the more general aspects of television sound. They
are: (1) reflection of reality, (2) low-definition image, and (3) technical
aspects.

Reflection of Reality In television, sound is one of our primary, if not
essential, communication factors. First, television programming is pre
dominantly reality based. This means that television shows draw on
real events, such as news, sports, documentaries, interviews, and talk
shows, or on fictional events that reflect some aspect of reality, how
ever much distorted, such as daytime serials, police shows, orsituation
comedies. Because all these events happen within a space, time, and
sound environment, we cannot simply ignore or even neglect the audio
portion of such television-mediated events. It is often the sound track
that lends authenticity to the pictures and not the other way around.

Low-Definition Image Television pictures are, of necessity, low-defi
nition." This means that the size of the television screen is relatively
small, the picture resolution is relatively low, and the contrast ratio and
color palette are reasonably restricted. Contrary to film, where we
often move deductively from overview to event detail, television nor
mally builds its overview inductively using a series of close-ups.

We need sound for essential or supplemental information. The
visuals alone are usually not enough to tell the whole story. Just try to
follow a television show by watching the pictures with the sound turned
off. It will be difficult, if possible at all, for you to understand what is
going on even though the story may be highly visual. On the other
hand, you will have little trouble keeping abreast of what is happening
on screen by listening to the audio portion only. Television audio nor
mally has a higher relevant information density than television video
does.

We also need sound to give coherence and structure to the induc
tive picture series. For example, we frequently use music not only to
establish a specific mood but also to facilitate closure to the picture
sequence and make viewers perceive individual shots as a unified
whole. Why, then, do we not have higher quality television audio?

Technical Aspects Certain technical limitations reduce the quality of
television sound.

Sound Pickup and Reprodudion Problems First, in a majority of tele
vision shows, the sound is picked up and recorded on videotape simul
taneously with the pictures regardless of whether the show is done live,
live-on-tape, or videotaped for postproduction editing. Although tech-
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nically we have the capability of pulling the sound off the videotape,
improving its quality, and putting it back again with the picture portion,
relatively few shows enjoy such postproduction luxury. I

Second, the simultaneous audio-video pickup of sound means that
all major moving and stationary sound sources must be covered with
microphones. The outdoor conditions for ENG (electronic news gath
ering) and EFP (electronic field production) are generally less than
ideal for good sound pickup. It is difficult to separate ambient sounds
and wind noise from the planned sound, which meansthese extraneous
sounds often get amplified along with the desired sounds.

Finally, the sound reproduction systems in mosttelevision receivers
are severely limited in their frequency and amplitude (loudness)
response. The speakers in the television set often point away, rather
than toward, the viewer-listener. It seems likely that any effort to improve
the reproduction quality of television sound would be embraced by
the public with great enthusiasm, but this has not been the case. Simply
improving the quality of the sound without a similar improvement in
the picture portion does not lead to an improved viewer-listener
experience.

High-Fidelity Stereo Sound Why has high-fidelity, stereo television sound
not received the enthusiastic public acceptance originally predicted?
Have we become so aesthetically insensitive that we accept bad tele
vision sound as an inevitable given?

On the contrary. It is precisely our aestheticsensitivity that detects
and rejects-an imbalance between the low-definition video portion
and the high-definition stereo audio track and their relative aesthetic
energies. You may have heard telecasts of concerts in which the audio
portion is transmitted simultaneously with the television pictures via an
FM radio channel. The idea is to provide optimal audio quality during
the television viewing. Unfortunately, the high-quality sound portion
diminishes the low-definition picture portion to the insignificant, if not
ludicrous. The television screen and its images seem to shrink from
the onslaught of all the high-energy sound. Like any sensitive viewer
listener, you will probably try to reduce the volume, and perhaps even
the frequency response of the sound, to bring it more into balance with
the low-definition video images. You may even find that, finally, you
need to switch back to the low-definition television sound in order to
achieve the proper energy balance between pictures and sound. Tele
vision with stereo sound invites similar problems with defining video
space. I will return to this problem later in the chapter.

Assoon as the screensize increases, however,and the video images
become more high-definition, then high-fidelity audio is not only
appropriate, but it actually becomes necessary for the proper balance
of aesthetic video and audio energies. Again, you would be painfully
aware of an energy imbalance if the large, high-resolution video images
of an HDTV (high-definition television) projection were matched with.
a single-channel, low-quality sound track. To achieve the proper energy
balance between video and audio now, you mustresort to equally high
definition (high-volume and high-fidelity) sounds.
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Film Sound

Although film has been firmly established as an audiovisual medium
for some time now, in many instances, the visual field still appears to
dominate film presentations. Sometimes the high-definition visual film
image and the deductive sequential structure (moving from overview
to event details) are so well suited to tell a story pictorially that, indeed,
the sound can be, as Siegfried Kracauer remarked, occasionally cas
ual and the dialogue embedded in visual contexts.s In "landscape"
films, the dialogue is often separated, but not interrupted, by an over
whelming and exciting visual sequence. For example, you can splice
in any number of large-screen landscape scenes between the slow
moving dialogue of two cowboys riding through a Montana valley
without sacrificing story flow or event energy. But when the same film
appears on television, the large, high-definition images are reduced
to small, low-definition television images. In this transformation, the
overpowering landscape shots are most susceptible to energy loss.
The resulting low-energy landscape shots no longer serve as plausible
bridges for the various dialogue segments and so cannot carry the
story. As a consequence, we become very much aware of the long
pauses between the dialogue. Though the slow film dialogue appeared
natural in conjunction with the high-energy landscape images on the
large screen, on television it seems spotty and uneven.

You should not, however, be misled into thinking that because the
landscape images of film can take over a storytelling function, you
can neglect the aesthetics of film sound. The contrary is true. Because
the high-definition film images carry so muchaesthetic energy regard
less of content, the sound must be equally high-definition. Technically
this means that sound requires at least as much attention in production
and postproduction as the visual portion. To achieve such high quality,
most film sound is manipulated and edited separately from the picture,
or it is reproduced and added to the video portion in the often highly
complex sound postproduction cctivities." In film production, the video
and audio portions are manipulated separately and then "married"
(printed together' on the same film strip) only at the last moment.

You should realize that the more ambitious television productions
use sound pickup and postproduction techniques that are very similar
to that of film. Almost all television stations, and especially the post
production houses, have extensive facilities for sound "sweetening"
(improving the intended sound quality), in which the sound is manip
ulated separately and later married to the edited video portion?

Literal and Nonllteral Sounds

When you listen carefully to the soundsof a television show or a motion
picture, you probably hear some form of speech, such as dialogue or
narrati6n over a scene,and some ambient sounds-the environmental
sounds in which the scene plays-such as traffic, the pounding of the
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surf, or the whine of a jet engine. Inevitably, you will also hear some
music, and, depending on the story, sounds that are neither/speech,
environmental sounds, nor musicbut whose presence inevitably affects
us in how we feel about what we see. Despite the great variety of
sounds used in television and film, we can group these sounds into two
large categories: (1) literal and (2) nonliteral.

Literal sounds include forms of speech and the environmental
sounds. Nonliteral sounds include most background music and other
sounds that seem to influence our feeling in some way. Let's take a
closer look at these sound categories.

literal Sound

Literal sounds are referential. This means that they convey a specific
literal meaning and also that they refer you to the sound-producing
source. When you listen to a conversation, for example, you learn what
the people say and how they say it. You become familiar with the con
versation's literal meaning. The sounds of rush-hour traffic are also
referential-they refer you directly to the sound-producing source: buses,
cars, motorcycles. Literal soundsare sometimes called "diegetic" sounds
because they occupy "story spcce/"

Literal sounds can be source-connected (also not quite accurately
called synchronous) or source-disconnected [osynchronous]." Literal
soundsare source-connectedwhen you see the sound-producing source
while simultaneously hearing its sound. For example, you see a close
up of a mother talking to her child and hear her at the same time (Fig.
16.1). When you now switch to a close-up ofthe child while still hearing
the mother talk, the literal sound has become source-disconnected
(Fig. 16.2). Source-connected sounds are on-screen sounds; that is, the
sounds emanate from an on-screen event. Source-disconnected sounds
are off-screen sounds; the sound-producing source is located some
where in off-screen space. When you hear source-disconnected literal
sounds, you should, however subconsciously, refer back to and visu
alize the actual sound-producing source.

Nonliteral Sound

Nonliteral sounds are not intended to refer to a particular sound source
or to convey literal meaning. They are deliberately source-discon
neded and do not evoke a visual image of the sound-producing source.
Nonliteral sounds include the boings, hisses, and whams in a cartoon
that accompany the incredible feats of the cartoon character, the
romantic musicduring the tender love sceneon a beach, or the rhythmic
theme that introduces the evening news. Music is the most frequently
used form of nonliteral sound. (See Table 16.1.) Nonliteral sounds are
also called "nondieqetic," occupying nonstory space.
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Sound Mother: "1 love you ..." Sound Mother (cont.): "... but you must put
your things away:'

Figure 16.1 Source-Connected·Literal Sound
When we see the sound-producing source on the screen
and hear the sound at the some time, the literol sound is
source-connected. We see and hear the woman talk.

Figure 16.2 Source-Disconnected Literal Sound
When we see something other than the sound-producing
source, the literal sound is source-disconnected. Here we
see the child listening to its mother talk, which means her
words (literal sound) are now source-disconnected.

Table 16.1 Descriptive Nonllteral Sounds

Quality Variable

From the following list, choose some factors and try to "listen" to them. Then pick
nonliteral sounds (sound effects or music) that best describe each selected item.

~arlableSpace

Distance

Size

Shape

Height

Volume

nme

Seasons

Clock time

Sobiectiv« time

Motion

Light

Sun

Moon

Searchlight

Car headlights

Color

for, near, infinite

small, lorge, inflated, huge, microscopic

regular, irregular, round, square, jog
ged, slender, fat, wide, narrow

high, toll, low, short

lorge, small

summer, autumn, winter, spring

high noon, morning, evening, dusk,
down, night

boring, fast, exciting, accelerated

fast, slow, dragging, graceful, clumsy

bright, overcast, strong, weak

soft, brilliant

moving, blinding

passing, approaching, blinding

(see color, Chapter 3)

Weight heavy, light, unbearable, shifting,
increasing

Texture rought, smooth, polished, coarse, even,
uneven

Consistency hard, soft, spongy, solid, fragile, dense,
loose

Temperature hot, cold, worm, cool, heating up, cool
ing down, freezing, glowing

Personality stable, unstable, cheerful, dull, olive,
sincere, insincere, powerful, rough,
effeminate, masculine, weak, strong,
pedantic, careless, romantic, moral,
amoral

Feeling funny, tragic, sad, frightened, lonely,
panicky, happy, solemn, anxious, loving,
desperate, hateful, sympathetic, mean,
suspicious, open, guarded

Event Sports, church service, graduation cere
mony, thunderstorm, political campaign,
funeral, death, birth, lovemaking, run
ning, cars in pursuit, and so on
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literal and Nonliteral Sound Combinations

Most often, literal and nonliteral sounds are combined in the same
scene. Assume for a minute that we seethe mother and her son walking
along the beach. We hear their dialogue (literal, source-connected),
the pounding of the surf (literal, source-connected), a jet plane over
head (literal, source-disconnected). When their conversation turns to
the recent funeral of Grandma, music comes in to underscore the sad
memories (nonliteral). Such a mixture of literal and nonliteral sounds
communicotes what the event is all about and how it feels. It "shows"
the outside and the inside of the event simultaneously.

A mix of literal and nonliteral sounds can also increase the mag
nitude of the screen event's total vector field, that is, the energy of the
screen event. For example, the shrill, nervous sounds (nonliteral) that
accompany the sounds of squealing tires (literal) of a car that has lost
its brakes on a steep, winding road will certainly boost the precar
iousness of the event. I will talk about such aesthetic functions later in
the chapter.

The Importance of Context

You will find that the same sound can be literal or nonliteral, depending
on the visual context. Here is the context for a literal sound interpre
tation: A concert of a difficult contemporary piece. We see close-ups
of the conductor, the string basses, and the various percussion instru
mentsthat create unusual pounding sounds (literal, source-connected).
We see one of the audience members hold her ears as if to protect
herself from the relentless rhythms (literal, source-disconnected). We
cut back to the conductor, who is accelerating the beat (literal, source
disconnected).

Now switch to the visual context of a psychiatric ward. A patient
is sitting with the psychiatrist, calmly and intelligently answering a vari
ety of questions (literal, source-connected). But then one particular
question triggers something in the patient. We see a close-up of him
trying to hide his panic and silently struggling for answers. During this
close-up shot, we hear music coming up, getting louder, with string
bassesand percussion instruments creating pounding rhythms. Yes, the
music is identical to the piece we heard in the concert hall. But now
the music is nonliteral. In the context of the psychiatric ward, we don't
visualize the sound-originating instruments, but instead we perceive
the music as a reflection of the patient's state of mind. The different
context has changed the function of the sound track. We have moved
from an information function (what the new piece of music sounds like)
to an emotional one.
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Sound Functions

Before reading about the major functions of television and film sound,
. you should realize that many of these functions overlap and largely
depend on the communication intent of a scene and the visual context
in which the sounds operate. The treatment of sound, like cooking,
also depends not only on a good mix of basic ingredients and prin
ciples but also to a great extent on an overall feel for balance, that is,
on an understanding of, and sensitivity to, the contextual use of the
other four aesthetic fields. Nevertheless, television and film sound have
the following major functions: (1) information, (2) outer orientation,
(3) inner orientation, (4) energy, and (5) structure.

Information

The information function of sound is to communicate specific infor
mation verbally. In our verbally oriented society, a word -is often-worth
a thousand pictures. Just try to use pictures to explain concepts with a
high level of abstraction, such as justice, freedom, grammar, process,
efficiency, or learning. Or try to express, using just screen images, the
following simple communication: telling a friend over the telephone
that she should meet you at the library nextWednesday at 9:30 A.M. To
get the point across in pictures, you will probably resort to having the
recipient of the call scribble a messageon a note pad by the telephone
or use some other ingenious way to display this message in writing. It
is certainly easier to have your screen character simply deliver the
message in some form of speech.

The forms of speech most often used in television are: (1) dia
logue, (2) direct address, and (3) narration.

Dialogue Dialogue means a conversation between two or more per
sons. We also use the term dialogue if one person is speaking while
the other is listening or even when one person speaks to himself or
herself. Because thinking out loud is actually conversing with oneself,
it is still a form of dialogue, but now we call it internal dialogue.

Dialogue is the chief means of conveying what the event is all
about (theme), developing the story progression (plot), saying some
thing specific about the people in the story (characterization), and
describing where, when, and under what circumstances the event takes
place (context). You may have noticed that the opening dialogue in
daytime serials recounts what has happened before, tells where the
story is now, and suggestswhere it might be going. Thissame sequence
also introduces new characters. All this information is contained in a
few lines of carefully crafted dialogue.

Good dialogue seems to come naturally. It often sounds like a
tape recording of a randomly observed conversation. As most writers
will confirm, however, good dialogue is usually carefully constructed
to sound ond feel notural yet communicate 0 maximum of information.

/
(SeeTQble 16.2.)
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Samuel L. Clemens comments on such
literary pitfalls in constructing dialogue
in his delightful essay on Fenimore
Cooper's Literary Offenses. He accuses
Cooper of having violated in Deers/oyer
eighteen of the nineteen rules of literary
art. Of the eighteen literary require
ments, these three are of special interest
to us:

"They [rules governing literary art)
require that when the personages of a
tole deal in conversation, the talk sholl
sound like human talk, and be talk such
as human beings would be likelyto talk
in the given circumstances, and have a
discoverable meaning, also a discovera
ble purpose and a show of relevancy,
and remain in the neighborhood of the
subject in hand, and be interesting to the
reader, and help out the tale, and 1top
when the people cannot think of any
thing more to soy...."

And:
"They require that when the author

describes the character of the person
age in his tale, the conduct and conver
sation of that personage sholl justify said
description...."

"They require that when a person
age talks like an illustrated, gilt-edged,
tree-calf, hand-tooled, seven-dollar
Friendship'sOffering in the beginning of
a paragraph, he shall not talk like a
Negro minstrel in the end of it...."

Here is how Clemens introduces a dia
logue example from Cooper's Deer
s/oyer: "In the Deers/oyer story he lets
Deerslayer talk the showiest kind of
book-talk sometimes, and at other times
the basest of base dialects. For instance,
when some one asks him if he has a
sweetheart, and if so where she abides,
this is his majesticanswer: 'She's in the
forest-hanging from the boughs of the
trees, in a soft rain-in the dew on the
open grass-the clouds that float about
in the blue heavens-the birds that sing
in the woods-the sweet springs where I
slake my thirst-and in all the other glo
rious gifts that come from God's Provi
dencel' And he preceded that, little
before, with this: 'It consarns me as all
things that touches a fri'nd consarns a
fri'nd:"
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Table 16.2 Context and Dialogue Variables

The important thing to watch in dialogue is that it operates within a fairly consis-
tent pattern.

ContextVariables Dialogue Variables

Type Examples Word Choice Sentence Structure Rhythm

Education High Wide vocabulary range Precisesyntax Lucid, fluid

Low Limited vocabulary Double negatives, etc. Hesitant, uneven

Occupation Special Specialized vocabulary Involved, depending on
depending on occupation (lawyer, col-
occupation lege professor)

General General vocabulary

Region Country Country-flavor dialect Simple Relatively slow

City Specific city slang Fast

Geographic Southern, Eastern, etc. South: legato;
East: staccato, etc.

Locale Office Formal, businesslike Precisesyntax Fast

Bar Informal Mixed, relaxed structure Uneven

Courtroom Extremely formal Highly formal and Precise, even for judges
involved and lawyers; uneven

for defendants

Time Period Vocabulary depending Old language structure
on period (century)

Morning New language, simpler Faster

Night Slower

Partner Friend Familiar, less formal Informal Relaxed

Stranger Formal, general Formal Uneven

Superior Formal Formal

Inferior Less formal Less formal

Situation Familiar Common words Short, relaxed Even

Unfamiliar Formal Precise Uneven

Emergency Essential words only Incomplete Uneven (staccato)

Attitude Calm Large vocabulary Fairly precise Even, flowing

Excited Limited vocabulary Less precise Fast, staccato

Tense Limited vocabulary Short Staccato

Hysterical Often nonsensical Illogical Uneven

Dired Address Direct addressmeansthat theperformerspeaks diredly
to us from her or his screen position. We are no longer passive observ
ers but have become active dialogue partners, even if the dialogue is
one-sided. The direct-address method provides for optimal informa
tion exchange. People on television tell us what to watch, what to buy,
what to think, what to feel, and how to behave. We do not think it
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unusual to have, within a relatively brief time span, a former astronaut
tell us about the virtues of a can opener, an ordinary househusband
speak about the power of a new detergent, and the president of the

. United States describe his difficulty balancing the budget.
Television is ideally suited for the direct-address method. The rel

atively small screen and the alive structure of the image provide the
immediacy necessary for such personal dialogue. What the on-screen
dialogue partners say to us is usually of immediate concern. Because
this (one-sided) conversation also takes place in the most familiar sur
rounding possible, our home, it carries a high degree of intimacy.

Not so in film. We go to the movie theater, take our place with
other people in an auditorium, and wait until the opening frames reveal
a construct of "historical" images, a reconstructed world to dream by.
Marshall McLuhan quite rightly observed that in motion pictures, "We
roll up the real world on a spool in order to unroll it as a magic carpet
of fantasy:'ll We want to look at or be engulfed by the images of film,
but we have little inclination to participate in the screen event. As spec
tators, we want to remain anonymous. Thus, we are apt to become
uncomfortable, if not annoyed, when the dream image on the large
sized movie screen all of a sudden turns around, looks at us, and
addresses us directly. We feel discovered, caught in the act of observ
ing. Perhaps worse, the film hero has become mortal, a psychological
equal. We are subjectedto the painful experienceof hearing the emperor
admit that he is, indeed, naked. The direct-address method in film is,
at best, a special dramaturgical device.

Narration Narration can be on- or off-camera. It is another efficient
method of supplying additional information. The narrator usually
describes an event or bridges various gaps in the continuity of a screen
event. Most television documentaries rely heavily on narration to fill
in needed information.

Again, the spoken word is often much more effective in advancing
a plot than pictures are. Instead of showing the hands of a clock madly
spinning to indicate elapsed time, the narrator can simply say that
twenty hours later the situation has not changed. As with direct address,
we seem to feel more comfortable with narration on television than in
films. We are psychologically more prepared to have someone talk to
us (either on- or off-screen) on television than on film.

Outer Orientation

The outer orientation functions of sound are similar to those of light.
They include:(l) space orientation, (2) time orientation, (3) situational
orientation, and (4) orientation as to external event conditions.

As with other elements in the various aesthetic fields, the outer
orientation functions of sound often overlap; one sound can fulfill sev
eral functions depending on the event context. For clarity's sake, how
ever, I treat each one of the major functions separately here.

I

Space Specific sounds can help us reveal and define the location of
an event, the space of the environment, and off-screen space.
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Location Certain sounds identify a specific location, providing that
the audience is familiar with those environmental sounds. If, for exam
ple, you accompany the close-up of a young woman with such outdoor
sounds as birds singing, a rustling brook, and barking dogs, she is
obviously somewhere in the country. You have no need for a cumber
some establishing shot; the sounds will take over this orientation func
tion. Now think of the same close-up accompanied with sounds of
typical downtown traffic: car horns, automobile engines, trucks, peo
ple moving about, a patrol car's siren, a hotel doorman's taxi whistle,
buses pulling up to the curb and moving away. The young woman is
now in the city. Specific nonliteral sounds, such as electronic hums and
beeps, can even locate her in outer space.

In film, with its large screen area, you need to pay special attention
to have the sound come from approximately the screen position of the
sound-producing source. For example, if you show the main character
talking on screen-left, her sound should also come from screen-left
and not from screen-right or even from the middle of the screen. For
tunately, stereo sound makes it possible to move the sound anywhere
along an on- and off-screen x-axis (horizontal) position.I?

In television, such stereo separation is less successful. Due to the
limited width of the television screen, the built-in speakers are not
separated enough to achieve the desired illusion of sonic depth and
width. Unless you have speakers that can be properly separated or
you wear earphones or sit exactly in the right place, you will not be
able to tell the direction from which the various sounds are coming.
We simply cannot discriminate such minute horizontal sound separa
tions. If, for example, you try to match the sounds of two people who
are talking to each other from an extreme screen-left to screen-right
position, you will find that a similar x-axis sound separation is uncon
vincing. Even if you were to separate the loudspeakers and place them
far enough apart to achieve sufficient sound separation between left
and right, the sounds would be located so far in the left and right off
screen space that they would appear separated from their source, the
people on the screen.

Binaural audio, which is a special stereo recording technique sim
ulating as best as possible how we actually hear, is more accurate in
pinpointing x-oxis and even z-axis on- and off-screen positions. Early
television sound experiments have shown that binaural sound is espe
cially effective not only in defining locations along the on- and off
screen x-axis but also along the on- and off-screen z_axis. 13 You can
hear someone walking right through the screen toward you and even
past you along the z-axis. Unfortunately, this aural three-dimensional
ity is not supported by a similarly extended three-dimensional video
space. Unless the vector fields of the visuals are carefully coordinated
with the binaural sound, the sound portion remains oddly removed
from the pictures and does not lead to the expected heightened spatial
awareness of the audiovisual screen event. Also, the special recording
and reception requirements (the need to wear earphones) makes this
stereo technique impractical for normal television viewing.
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The horizontal, x-axis positioning of sound through stereo audio
gains importance as soon as the television screen size increases. The
large-screen HDTV projections not only benefit from such horizontal
sound separation but also demand it for all sound functions. In the
treatment of sound, as with other aesthetic elements, large-screen tel
evision has very similar requirements to those of film.

Environment You can use various sounds to indicate the specific spa
tial characteristics of an environment. For example, you can indicate
whether a person is in the small confined space of a telephone booth
or the large space of an empty warehouse simply by manipulating the
sound reverberations. More echo occurs in a large room than a small
one. Outer space is another matter and is usually suggested through
novel sustaining, often computer-generated, complex sounds. Simply
by switching sounds from large and expansive to restricted space, you
can support or suggest the perceptual switch of what the astronauts
seethrough the porthole to what theyfeel about their tight living quarters.

Off-screen Space Sound expands the on-screen event to off-screen
space. Even if you show only a close-up of two people in a restaurant,
you can easily communicate the spatial environment of the restaurant
through typical restaurant sounds (people talking, soft music, sounds
of clattering dishes). Justby hearing a door open and close, we assume
that people are either coming or leaving. When the door is open, you
can expand the off-screen space even more by bringing in some traffic
sounds. You are.now operating with layers of literal off-screen sounds.

Time Like lighting, sounds are a powerful indicator of clock time and
the seasons. We quite readily associate typical sounds with morning,
noon, evening, night, summer, or winter. Try to listen to these sounds.
Typical morning sounds are the alarm clock, the shower, the coffee
maker. Outside, the morning sounds may include the newspaper being
delivered, the garbage truck pulling up, somebody having trouble get
ting the car started in the cold morning air, the first bus rattling by. An
evening or night in the country inevitably has cricket sounds, the rus
tling of trees in the evening breeze, the distant barking of a dog, sub
dued television sounds, voices and laughter coming from the neigh
bors. At night, you can add the hooting of an owl for good measure.

Different cities and neighborhoods have their own specific sounds.
A creative sound track contains many universal sounds we are all
familiar with and that we can easily associate with a specific place or
time, but it also has sounds that are unique and that differentiate one
particular event from all the others. For example, the coffee maker
may be so old that it makes a strange hissing sound, the garbage man
may whistle operatic arias while he's emptying the cans, the news
paper may hit the door with a big thump instead of quietly landing
on the lown.
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Snow ads as an acoustic dampener; everything is more quiet when
it snows than in summer time. Even if there is no snow, wint,r sounds
are generally quieter than summer sounds.

Situation Sounds can describe a specific situation. You may, for exam
ple, indicate that everything is not going according to plan by accom
panying the close-up of the chief surgeon's stoic face with the sound
of the patient's irregular breathing. Or, in another event, dogs barking
madly outside will indicate someone is coming. Literal sounds are
especially helpful to extendthe visual field of the small television screen.
If, for example, we see a close-up of a woman telephoning and hear
the literal (source-disconnected) sound of a baby crying, we don't have
to see the baby to know that it is close by.

Predidive Sound You can use predictive sound very much like predic
tive lighting to signal an upcoming situational change. For example,
you can indicate the imminent danger of a forest fire by gradually and
very softly sneaking in the sounds of fire engines while the video still
lingers on the carefree campers preparing to cook their freshly caught
trout. Or you may show a successful party with all its laughter, occa
sional tears, serious and not so serious conversations. As an additional
sound layer, there is party music, which may be perceived as literal
(coming from the host's record player). Butsuddenly and almost imper
ceptibly, the music changes to a rather ominous mood (now it is defi
nitely nonliteral), preparing the audience for a coming mishap.

The leitmotivis usually credited to the
German composer and poet Richard
Wagner (1813-1883), who used the
leitmotivextensively in his operas. But
the leitmotivhad been used long before
Wagner by many composers, notably
by W. A. Mozart in his opera Cosifan
Mfa and by Cart Maria von Weber in
his opera DarFraischiitz.

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
(1756-1791), German-Austrian
composer.

Cart Maria von Weber (1786-18261,
German composer, especially noted for
his operas.

Leitmotiv A specific use of predictive sound is the leitmotiv (German
for "Ieading motif"). A leitmotiv is a short musical phrase or specific
sound effect that signals the appearance of a person, action, or situ
ation. Its basic dramatic function is that of allusion (reference). Like
the bell that caused Pavlov's dog to salivate, the leitmotiv "Ieads" the
audience to expect a specific recurring phenomenon. For example, if
we hear a whistle every time we see a specific woman, we expect to
see the woman agair:lwhen we.heor the whistle even if the story as
told by the screen images makes her appearance rather unlikely. Note
that a leitmotiv is only effective if used repeatedly to signal the same
event. You need to build up the connection between leitmotiv and event
before you can exercise its predictive power.

External Condition Sound can indicate whether something is big or
small, smooth or rough, high or low, old or new, fast or slow. Just what
particular sounds you may want to use depends on the structure of the
other aesthetic fields, especially the relative complexity and magnitude
of their vector fields. I will come back to video-audio matching tasks
in Chapter 17.

An example of using nonliteral sounds for describing a certain
external condition is the sudden flooding of a ship's engine room. To
express this dangerous condition in literal sounds, you would probably
use the rushing and gurgling of the water entering the ship, engine
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sounds, the sailors' excited voices, the shouted commands, and clang
ing of tools against the metal hull. Or you may choose such nonliteral
sounds as a thumping that gets more and more "squeezed" the higher
the water rises or music that rhythmically and harmonically reflects the
rushing and rising water, the desperate pounding of the engines, and
the confusion and panic of the crew.

Creative sound people are ingenious in combining natural and
synthesized sounds to get just the right combination to create the
appropriate condition. The sound tracks of extraterrestial stories espe
cially display the virtuosity of such sound desiqners.l"

Inner Orientation

The inner orientation functions of sound include those related to: (1)
mood, (2) internal condition, (3) energy, and (4) structure.

Mood Music is one of the most direct ways of establishing a certain
mood. Music can make us laugh or cry, feel happy or sad. It seems to
affect our emotions directly without first being filtered through our
ratio, our rational faculties. This is one of the reasons why we so readily
accept music as part of a scene regardless of whether the presence of
music makes any story sense.

Happy musiccan underscore the overall happy contextof the screen
event; sad or ominous music will do the opposite. Even if the visual
part of a scene expresses a neutral or positive atmosphere, accom
panying ominous music will override the visual cues and forewarn the
viewer-listener of an impending disaster. As a matter of fact, if you
show a relatively neutral scene, such as a mother kissing her children
good-bye and then driving off to work, different types of music can
shape our specific perception of this event. With upbeat music,we have
a tendency to interpret the scene as a happy one. The mother and the
children will have a good day. If accompanied by haunting music, we
will perceive the identical scene as foreboding and fear that something
will happen either to the mother or to the children.

Obviously, we can also create or underscore mood by a variety
of nonmusical sounds (usually synthesized or otherwise electronically
distorted sound) or a combination of music and nonmusical sounds.

Internal Condition Sounds can express a variety of internal condi
tions, such as a stable or unstable environment (often in conjunction
with the contextual visual clue: the tilting of the horizon line) or a per
son who feels calm, excited, or agitated. For example, to reveal the
fear and panic of sailors in the flooded engine room, you could put
yet another layer of "internal fear" sounds on top of the sounds that
depict the squeezing of space. You may also recall the useof the frame
by-frame "jogging" effect to reveal a woman's incredible inner tension
while pouring tea (see p. 267). You can intensify the woman's inner
state considerably by combining the brief visual "jogging" montage
with sustained, piercing, dissonant sounds.
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Energy

Music and other nonliteral sounds, such as electronic hisses, whistles,
and whines can provide or increase the aesthetic energy of a scene.
Again, the immediate way in which sound affects our emotions is a
perfect tool for establishing or supplementing the energy of the screen
event. Cartoons, for example, rely heavily on music and sound effects
as an energy source. In them, there is no such thing as the villain simply
plunging toward the earth. He is literally driven into the ground by the
accompanying sound effects. In a slightly more subtle way, car chases
are often energized by frantic music, as are scenes in which people
run from or toward disaster. Internal energy is just as easily expressed
or supplemented by music. Even if you show only a rather static scene
of two people staring at each other, the music will reveal their inner
state and the general energy level of the scene.

People have used music and sound effects as energizing elements
in many areas of the performing arts for quite some time. The high
energy of an African dance is primarily dictated and communicated
by pounding drums. When the long Greek plays threatened to lose
energy ana the audience's attention despite the tragic battles of gods
and mortals, flute players were called on stage to keep things moving.
Some 2,500 years later, there is still hardly a play that does not make
heavy use of music and sound effects not only to underscore the mood
of various scenes but also to add aesthetic energy. The various sounds
accompanying video games are based on the same aesthetic principle.

Structure

Probably one of the most important, though least conspicuous, func
tions of sound is to establish or supplement the rhythmic structure or
the visual vector structure of the screen event. You may discover that,
despite great care, your editing has little structural coherence and
lacks a precise tertiary motion beat. Such problems frequently occur
during continuity editing when the vector continuity, rather than rhythm,
is the major criterion for the cut. In this case, a highly rhythmic sound
track will help to establish a precise tertiary motion beat even if the
visual editing is rhythmically uneven. The sound rhythm acts like a
clothesline on which you can "hang" shots of various length without
sacrificing rhythmic continuity (Fig. 16.3).

When sound and picture rhythms parallel each other, the total
structure becomes unified and stable. Be careful, however, that the
beat does not become too regular for too long a period of time; this

Figure 16.3 Irregular Picture-Sound
Strudure
In an irregular picture-sound struc
ture, an uneven picture rhythm
(uneven editing beat) is usually com
bined with a prominent, even sound
beat.

Pictures:

oc:::J 0 ....1--..."c:::::J 0 ~~ea~~lar

I---+--+--+-t--+--+--+~I Sound:
Even
Beats
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Pictures:
00000000 Parallel

Beats
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Beat
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Counterpoint
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Even
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Figure 16.4 Parallel Picture and
Sound Structure
In a parallel structure, the tertiary
motion of the picture portion (editing
beat) is accompanied by an identical
beat in the sound portion. Thus, pic
ture and sound rhythms match.

Figure 16.5 Picture-Sound
Counterpoint
In a picture-sound counterpoint, the
rhythm of the video portion (editing
beat) relates to the sound rhythm con
trapuntally. This can mean that a rela
tively fast video beat is juxtaposed
with a rather slow sound beat or vice
versa.

can make the total rhythmic structure become monotonous and boring
(Fig. 16.4).

An interesting rhythm is not the one that has parallel tertiary motion
and soundtrack beats but rather one that is slightly syncopated. This
means that the editing and sound rhythms run parallel for a while but
then shift to a contrapuntal structure in which a relatively fast video
editing sequence is juxtaposed with the rather slow beat of the sound
track or the following slow editing sequence, with a relatively fast
sound rhythm (Fig. 16.5).

This juxtaposing of fast and slow video and audio rhythms is sim
ply another application of the dialectic principle, which is based on
putting opposing elements side by side. Sensitively applied, such an
audio-video dialectic will increase the complexity of the screen event
without impairing its communication clarity. You can also analyze the
relative magnitude and complexity of the visual vector field and match
it with a sound vector field of similar or opposing characteristics. I will
discuss this aspect of structural matching in Chapter 17.

Aesthetic Factors

Even if you are not a sound expert, you need to be aware of some of
the basic aesthetic factors in the treatment of sound. They are: (l)
figure-ground, (2) perspective, and (3) continuity.

Figure-Ground

The figure-ground principle, according to which we organize our vis
ual environment into a mobile figure and a relatively stable back
ground, also applies to sound.15 This meansthat you choose the impor
tant sounds to be the figure, while relegating others to the background,
or simply, ground. For example, in an outside news report, you need
to emphasize the reporter's voice over the ambient sounds of the fire .
engines and other rescue equipment. The reporter's voice functions as
figure ond the environmental sounds as ground. ' 6 The same figure
ground'principle applies when you show two people whispering dear
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Couple'sVoices
Couple'sVoicesMoreProminent than

Traffic and PedestrianSoundsTraffic and Pedestrian Sounds

Figure 16.6 Sound Figure-Ground in long Shot
In a long shot, the figure-ground relationship between a
prominent foreground sound and background ambient
sounds is purposely deemphasized. In this case, the traffic
and pedestrian sounds are as audible as the couple's
whispers.

Figure 16.7 Sound Figure-Ground in Close-Up
In a close-up, the traffic sounds are relegated to ambient
background sounds and the quiet whisper of the couple is
emphasized as the sound figure (c1ose-upsound).

thoughts in each other's ears while walking along a busy downtown
businesssection. On a long shot, the visual figure-ground relationship
between the couple, the other people, and the cars on the street is
indistinct. The visual aspect of cars and people rushing by the happy
couple are equally prominent. Consequently, you can mix the couple's
voices liberally with traffic and other ambient (environmental) sounds
(Fig. 16.6). But as soon as you take a close-up of the couple, you
establish a much clearer visual figure-ground relationship. Now the
couple stand out as the figure from the out-of-focus street, and viewers
expect the sound to follow suit and let us hear what they are saying.
Regardless of what the actual volume relationship may be between
traffic sounds and their voices, their whispering must now become the
sound figure, and the traffic sounds, the ground (Fig. 16.7).

You have surely noticed that this figure-ground principle of sound
is identical to that of aerial perspective. In both cases, we "focus" on
a particular visual or aural plane, while rendering the other picture
and sound elements as "out-of-focus" background. (See Chapter 9.)
This figure-ground control is only possible, however, if you have sep
arated the various sound "planes" during the sound pickup and recorded
them on various tracks.

Perspecfive

Sound perspective means that you match close-up pictures with "close"
sounds and long shots with sounds that seem to come from farther
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away. Close sounds have more presence than far sounds. Presence is
a sound quality that makes you feel as though you were close to the
sound source.

Sound perspective also depends on the figure-ground relation
ship. When we see the happy couple walking along the busy downtown
street in a long shot, we should hear their voices as coming from equally
far away. On a close-up, however, we expect to have their voices sound
equally close. The close-up must have considerably more sound pres
ence than the long shot.

Continuity

Sound continuity means that the sound maintains its intended volume
and quality over a series of edits. As with visual vector continuity from
shot to shot, we expect a similar continuity of sound vectors. For exam
ple, if you cross cut between close-ups of two people talking with each
other, their voices should not change perceptively either in volume or
presence during the cutting sequence. You can most easily achieve
continuity by keeping the background sounds as even and continuous
as possible. As long as you maintain an even level of ambient (back
ground) sounds, viewers will perceive the foreground sounds as con
tinuous regardless of whether they change somewhat in volume, qual
ity, and presence from shot to shot.!?

The same aesthetic principle operates in the first aesthetic field.
Despite a rather cluttered set that has a great variety of brightly col
ored foreground pieces, you can achieve some sort of visual continuity
by keeping the background evenly illuminated and painted with a uni
form color of low saturation. As you can see,the basic principles apply
in some way to all five aesthetic fields; they are, at least to some degree,
dependent upon one another. This interdependency of aesthetic ele
ments in the various fields is the main characteristic of contextualistic
aesthetics.

Summary

The five major aspects of the five-dimensional field are: (1) sound and
noise, (2) television and film sound, (3) literal and nonliteral sound, (4)
sound functions, and (5) aesthetic factors.

Sound and noise are audible vibrations of the air or some other
material. Sound has communication purpose; noise is random and
unwanted.

In television, sound is especially important because much of the
programming is reality-based, and we experience the world as an
audiovisual environment. The low-definition, inductively presented tel
evision pictures also need sound as an important informational sup
plement. Technical pickup and reproduction problems render televi
sion sound low-definition. With respect to energy matching between
television pictures and sound, the low-definition television sound seems
more appropriate to the low-definition image than high-definition, high
energy 'sound would.
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Film sound has a higher fidelity than television sound, which is
important to match the energy of the large screen. It is tefhnically
better than the average television sound because sound postproduc
tion in film is more extensive than in television. But in HDTV and in
special television programs, we use postproduction sound techniques
that are similar to that of film.

Literalsound is referential. It conveys specific meaning and refers
to the sound-originating source. Literal sound can be source-con
nected (we see what is making the sound) or source-disconnected (we
see something else while hearing the sound).

Nonliteral sounds do not carry a particular meaning or point to
a sound source. They are deliberately source-disconnected. Literal
and nonliteral sounds are mixed in most television programs and films.
Some sounds (such as music) can be literal or nonliteral, depending
on context.

Sound has five basic functions: (1) information, (2) outer orien
tation, (3) inner orientation, (4) energy, and (5) structure.

The information function of sound includes all forms of speech,
such as dialogue, direct address, and narration. Dialogue is the major
form of speech in film, with direct address used only as a special effect.
In television, all three forms of speech are common.

The outer orientation functionsof sound include orientation in space,
time, and situation and to external event conditions.

Sound can identify a particular location (downtown, country) and
relative position on the wide motion picture screen. It can indicate
spatial characteristics of an environment (large empty hall, small con
stricted space) and events that happen in the off-screen space. We
readily identify specific sounds with a particular clock time or specific
season. Sound can also give clues as to the prevailing situation. Pre
dictive sound means that certain sound changes or repeated sound
phrases (leitmotiv) can signal an upcoming event. Sound can also give
clues to, or reinforce, the external condition of an object or event, such
as big or small, fast or slow.

The inner orientation functions of-sound include mood, internal
conditions, energy, and structure.

Music is one of the most efficient aesthetic elements to create a
specific mood. It can quite easily describe (often in conjunction with
other sounds) an internal condition, for example, whether a situation
is stable or unstable. Music and nonliteral sounds are often used to
provide additional energy for a scene.Probably one of the most impor
tant functions of sound, especially for television, is to supply or sup
plement the rhythmic structure or the vector structure of the visual field.

The aesthetic factors include the figure-ground principle, sound
perspective, and continuity. Figure-ground means that some sounds
are treated as the more prominent foreground sounds (figure) while
others are kept in the background (ground). Sound perspective refers
to how close we perceive a sound to be. Close-ups should sound closer
than long shots. Sound continuity meansthat the sound should maintain
its intended volume and quality over a series of related shots.
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